Interest in signal processing and computing using light was triggered by the invention of the laser and flourished during about three decades starting in 1960. Optical methods were first introduced for analog signal processing paradigms but early attempts toward optical digital processing failed due to fundamental misconceptions. To assess the trends for the future, the first part of the paper is devoted mainly to a historical overview while the second part shows that some novel concepts and advanced technology may revitalize optical signal processing also within the digital computing world. This latter development is demonstrated by digital logic functions implemented on simple electro-optic networks. © Anita Publications. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

For many centuries optical methods were used for imaging purposes employing technologies developed by experienced craftsmen. Fundamental mathematical relations were introduced only in the 19th century by Ernst Abbe and Lord Rayleigh [1]. For a long time these mathematical relations were exploited only for improving imaging systems and no other applications were explored. This state of affairs changed at the middle of the 20th century when a close relationship between light propagation and processes involved in communications were established and concluded in several publications [2, 3]. These publications demonstrated how communications theory, mainly Fourier analysis, can be applied to optics. However, for further progress a highly coherent light source was needed and this was achieved with the invention of the laser. The first attempt to implement a real application was made in 1960 by L J Cutrona and collaborators [4]. This work was followed by B VanderLugt in 1964, when he introduced the optical correlator containing the spatial matched filter [5]. Combined with laser holography this was the beginning of an exciting era of analog optical signal processing. Unfortunately, an intensive research effort that continued for about two decades was significantly dwindled due to technical difficulties, fundamental limitations and the harsh competition with electronic computing. Moreover, attempts to copy the paradigm of digital electronic computation to digital photonic computation were doomed from the start because of the difference between the physical nature of electrons and photons.

Today, further development of electronic computing started to run into severe difficulties causing a revived interest in optical computing along with quantum computing and other possible paradigms. The information in electronic computers is moved and processed by electrons. Electrons are charged fermions and therefore, each electron "feels" the presence of all the others and is affected by them. In other words, the flow of electrons can be easily controlled and switched from one route to another by other electrons. This is the main attribute of electrons in computing but it also is their detriment. We also must spend energy to move electrons from one place to another and their motion can be altered unintentionally if not properly shielded. In contrast, photons are bosons with no charge and one photon does not care about others. They can cross each other’s path with no interaction and after they were generated in a light source they propagate with the speed of light with no need for additional energy supply. Considering these differences it is obvious why the attempts to copy the processes involved in electronic computation into computation with photons failed. However, with respect to computing, photons perform a very complex mathematical computation while propagating in space. They solve the wave equation with given boundary conditions.

The next two sections review some historical markers of optics in computing while the rest of the paper is devoted to the relatively new paradigm of Directed Logic (DL) to indicate a possible rout to incorporate optics into novel computing architectures.
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2 Background on optical computing

As indicated in the introduction, a propagating photon solves the wave equation under given boundary conditions determined by the optical system architecture (free space, optical system, set of waveguides, etc.) and the information input presented usually over a single, 2D surface (not necessarily planar). This is the case also in the work cited earlier [2-5]. In all these processors photons are generated at the input as particles, they propagate through space and optical systems as waves and are finally detected as particles. Hence we coined the name Wave-Particle Duality (WPD) processor [6, 7] to all this class of signal processors. The main attributes of WPD processors are their extended parallelism with huge information content, energy efficiency (no energy is spent for the propagation) and high speed.

A typical WPD processor is the optical correlator (Fig 1). In a digital processor we would take the input function and perform on it an energy consuming fast Fourier transform (FFT), multiply the result with the reference (filter) function (again an energy dissipating operation), then perform another FFT and, finally read out the result. By contrast, in the WPD optical correlator light reads out the input information and processes it by propagating through the system with the speed of light with no additional energy input until it is detected at the output plane. It is important to note that this mathematical operation, essentially the solution of a wave equation, is performed by each photon but we need several photons to obtain a statistically meaningful result at the output. Although VanderLugt [5] did not call this a WPD processor, its advantages were clear to him and to a whole community of scientists of that time. The initial excitement lasted for about a decade and this was followed by another decade during which new ideas were introduced to improve performance and extend possible applications [8-22]. Nevertheless, optical correlators are still not in wide use. One of several reasons is that the optical correlator is basically an analog processor and not a digital one.

A WPD processor with a more digital flavor is the optical matrix-matrix multiplier for which one possible implementation is shown in Fig 2. The input plane, $H$, contains an $n \times n$ matrix of holograms illuminated by a reference wave $R$. The reconstructed wave is projected onto an $n \times n$ matrix presented on a spatial light modulator (SLM). The light transmitted by the SLM is focused onto an $n \times n$ detector array, $D$, in such a way that the $ij$-th element of $D$ receives light originating only from the $ij$-th element of $H$. It can be shown [23] that the result obtained on $D$ is a matrix multiplication of the two matrices, one on $H$ and the other one on the SLM. Other interpretations of this architecture are a weighted $n^4$ interconnection network between $n^2$ sources and $n^2$ receivers [24-26] or a neural network [27]. Within these interpretations the interconnection weights are determined by the holograms on $H$ while the inputs are displayed over the SLM. The cited literature [6, 7, 23-27] introduces several other architectures serving the same purpose and it provides a detailed analysis of their operation and characteristics.

Fig 1. Optical correlator. A two-dimensional input function is presented over the input surface (In) and Fourier transformed by the first lens. This transform is multiplied by the function displayed over the filter plane and the product is again transformed to yield the correlation function over the output surface.
The high efficiency and elegance of WPD processors are very appealing but, nevertheless, they were not accepted for widespread technological applications. The fact that these processors are basically analog is not the only reason for this state of affairs. A whole list of additional reasons is provided in Ref [28] with three most notable: The need for bulky optical systems, technological difficulties and, obviously, the harsh competition of electronic computing, which, historically, preceded optical computing.

Fig 2. A matrix-matrix multiplier or an $n^4$ interconnection network.

3 Rediscovering optical computing

Recognizing the attributes and limitations of optics it became evident that optics should not be required to do the job alone and its attributes must be complemented with those of other media, particularly digital electronics. The primary advantage of optics lies in linear processes at high speed with massive parallelism and low expenses in energy (WPD processor) while the execution of non-linear calculations is more suitable for digital electronic processing. With this in mind the hybrid electro-optic correlator was introduced in 1990 [29-31] to implement complicated learning and optimization algorithms. The optical WPD processor with a coherent optical correlator architecture performed the correlations while all non-linear processes and calculations were implemented electronically in a digital computer. This paradigm, however, still uses bulky systems and addresses processes that are basically analog. Our main objective in this paper is to consider optics for essentially digital operations.

As indicated above early research to use optics for digital computing failed because it attempted a direct translation of electronics into optics. Deviation from this approach is marked by the introduction of reversible logic [32-35]. Conventional logic gates discard information and, as a consequence, are dissipative in terms of information and energy [32]. In contrast, reversible logic is based on lossless logic elements. Probably the best known element of this kind is the Fredkin gate [34]. Essentially, a Fredkin gate is a cross-bar switch adapted to perform logic operations. The schematic representation of a Fredkin gate is depicted in Fig 3. Traditionally a Fredkin gate has three information channels, the control channel C and two data input and output channels. While the signal in the control channel is transmitted unchanged it controls the two other channels, that are referred to as the data channels, in the following way:

$$
\begin{align*}
    b_1 &= a_1; \\
    b_2 &= a_2 & \text{if } C = 0; \\
    b_1 &= a_2; \\
    b_2 &= a_1 & \text{if } C = 1.
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

It is appropriate to note that this definition is the complement of the original definition by Fredkin and Toffoli [34] since we found the present definition more convenient for our applications. The Fredkin gate is lossless and reversible in the sense that if all three outputs are detected, the input can be reconstructed. The energy needed to change the state of the gate between $C = 0$ and $C = 1$ is ignored in most publications.
Fig 3. Basic definition of the Fredkin gate

The controlled switching operation of the Fredkin gate can be represented mathematically in several ways [35], out of which we found it convenient to employ here the matrix representation given as,

$$\begin{pmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \end{pmatrix} = M(C) \begin{pmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \end{pmatrix}$$

where,

$$M(0) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}; \quad M(1) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

The original idea of Fredkin gates was to use the two input channels for the data and the control channel, C, for controlling the gate’s state. However, already from the start, the proposal to use these reversible gates for the implementation of traditional Boolean logic functions [34-36] mixed up the role of the data and control channels. In principle, Boolean logic functions can be performed by one, or a combination of several reversible elements. The elements of Fig 4 depict possible layouts to implement the three primitive logic operations, NOT, AND and OR, using a single Fredkin gate. Looking at the architectures of these implementations we observe that each logic operation is accompanied by two additional outputs filling up all the three output channels of the gate. In the terminology of reversible logic the outputs irrelevant to the specific operation are considered garbage. Unfortunately, by disposing the garbage reversibility is lost and energy dissipation cannot any longer be avoided. Furthermore, the mixing of the control and data channels is problematic since the physical nature of the control channel is usually completely different than the two data channels. In practice, while the original data channels flow with no theoretical lower limit on energy dissipation, the control channel must use energy, at least for changing the state of the gate. Moreover, to maintain a certain state, the switching energy between the two states must exceed significantly the thermal noise of the order of $kT$ ($k$ is Boltzman’s constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature). In practice this energy will be much higher than the $kT \ln 2$ theoretical limit [32, 35] on a single logic operation. Obviously, these traditional ways to implement Boolean logic operations with reversible logic gates reinstate dissipation of at least the same order of magnitude as conventional logic gates. Thus, the whole idea of reversible computing is contradicted.

4 Directed logic networks

To alleviate the above indicated difficulties encountered with conventional reversible logic, the paradigm of directed logic (DL) [37] networks was introduced. A DL network comprises an array of interconnected Fredkin gates where input data is fed to the control channel of the gates. In the original
approach of DL a single conveyor light beam is introduced into one of the data ports of the system and logic functions are implemented by this light as it propagates through the consecutive Fredkin gates. Thus, information in the gate channels flows along the net with no obstruction as in a WPD processor and the need to mix signals of different physical nature is eliminated. Two examples of DL networks for the implementation of Boolean logic functions are shown in Fig 5. Note that together with the required function we obtain also its complement on a different output port. An apparent disadvantage of the DL approach as compared to traditional Fredkin gate logic operations is a loss of the idealized simplicity indicated in Fig 4. Within the DL paradigm we need three gate elements instead of just one and one of the input signals must be fed to two elements in parallel. However, in view of the above discussion it is not clear what is the actual penalty paid for the simplicity of the original Fredkin gate in terms of practical system complexity, processing speed and energy dissipation. Energy dissipation is particularly large when the state of the gate is switched. While in the original Fredkin gate implementations the gates are switched during the input and the processing operation, in DL the gate is switched only with the input data. It turns out that the advantages of DL significantly out weight its disadvantages and the feasibility of the practical optical implementation of DL elements and small networks has been already demonstrated in several laboratory experiments [38-42].

Fig 5. DL implementation of Boolean logic gates (a) AND gate (b) OR gate. A and B are the input data.

Fig 6. A generic interconnection network. Each dashed rectangle delineates a single switching layer.

The impressive capability of the DL paradigm is demonstrated here by a modified DL architecture based on a programmable waveguide interconnection network [43, 44]. A generic interconnection network composed of a waveguide array interconnected by controllable waveguide couplers is shown in Fig 6. Each $2 \times 2$ coupler is essentially a Fredkin gate [36] and there is a clear distinction between the data input ports
(the original control channels) and the waveguides that route the light. For brevity a waveguide will be referred to as a light channel while the control channels will be the data input ports.

In the past it was shown that a complete permutation network between \(2^N\) input channels and \(2^N\) output channels can be implemented by \(2^N\) switching layers [43]. Two such layers are marked on the figure by two dashed rectangles. The usefulness of this architecture for arithmetic processors [45] was also demonstrated and here we focus on logic operations [46]. Within the original DL paradigm we supply a light input vector with only one non-zero element and the result of a logic operation is detected on one of the output ports. As was indicated earlier, a Boolean logic operation is essentially a non-linear process. In a DL processor the non-linearity is achieved by routing the conveyor light to the appropriate output port.

**Fig 7.** A \(4 \times 4\) interconnection network implementing logic operations (see text for detail).

While the original DL procedure already has a significant improvement over the basic hard-wired DL network here we allow several non-zero input elements to improve the processing efficiency and to perform several logic operations in parallel. For the implementation of each logic function described below we employ a limited section of the complete interconnection net, allowing for additional operations to be performed in parallel.

A specific \(N = 2\) section of the interconnection network is shown in Fig 7. To facilitate all possible permutations, such an array needs four layers of gates along the length of the net in the direction of the light propagation. For the implementation of a primitive logic operation we need only one light channel for the input and one for the output. We also do not need all the possible gates and all the four channels.

In the example of Fig 7, we show the input data \(A\) and \(B\) as fed to two gate elements each. As in the case of Eq (3) the matrix representation can be expanded to a \(2^N \times 2^N\) matrix for each switching layer. In our example, \(N = 2\) generates a \(4 \times 4\) element matrix for each switching layer. With the four switching layers we have to multiply these four matrices to obtain the complete transfer matrix of the net. Denoting the transfer matrix of the whole network by \(M(A, B)\), where \(A\) and \(B\) represent the values of the input data, we shall have the four possibilities, \(M(0, 0)\), \(M(1, 0)\), \(M(0, 1)\) and \(M(1, 1)\). When all the switches controlled by the input data are off, \(M(0, 0)\) is obviously the unit matrix. The two mixed states, \(M(1,0)\) and \(M(0,1)\) are obtained as,
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\[ M(1, 0) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \quad M(0, 1) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \]

The two mixed states are equal since the only difference between them is the position of the unit matrix. In a similar way we calculate the fourth matrix to be,

\[ M(1, 1) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \]

Applying these matrices to the four-element input vector, \( a_j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) \) we obtain the respective four-element output vectors \( b_j (A, B) \),

\[
\begin{align*}
    b_1(0, 0) &= a_1, \\
    b_2(0, 0) &= a_2, \\
    b_3(0, 0) &= a_3, \\
    b_4(0, 0) &= a_4, \\
    b_1(1, 0) &= a_1, \\
    b_2(1, 0) &= a_2, \\
    b_3(1, 0) &= a_3, \\
    b_4(1, 0) &= a_4, \\
    b_1(0, 1) &= a_3, \\
    b_2(0, 1) &= a_1, \\
    b_3(0, 1) &= a_2, \\
    b_4(0, 1) &= a_4
\end{align*}
\]

The output vectors of Eq (6) represent a specific example of how the input vector can be manipulated by the input data. Viewing the process as a network of logic processors we recall that we have two inputs, \( A \) and \( B \), and we need only one output. Let us assume first a light input vector \( a = (1, 0, 0, 0) \) and observe the light output channels. Comparing the results with the truth table of basic logic operations (Fig 8) we observe that the output vector will implement a NOR operation on \( b_1 \), an XOR operation on \( b_3 \), and an AND operation on \( b_2 \). It is important to note that by detecting only the outputs on \( b_2 \) and \( b_3 \) we have actually implemented a Half Adder with the sum, \( S \) and carry \( C \) that can be represented by the basic operations as,

\[ S = A \oplus B; \quad C = A \cdot B \]

The implementation of a Full Adder needs two simultaneous output ports, either of which or both can be zero or one. This required a modification of the original DL approach to allow more than one of the light input vector components to be nonzero. For example, if we take \( a = (0, 1, 1, 0) \), we shall implement an OR operation on \( b_1 \) and, at the same time, an NAND operation on \( b_2 \) and an NXOR operation on \( b_3 \). The significant improvement achieved by more than a single light channel input can be demonstrated with the input vector \( a = (1, 0, 0, 1) \) and a simplification of the active gate layout as shown in Fig 9. The AND and OR operations are implemented in parallel using only three gates.
Finally, we present here one of several possible architectures to implement a Full Adder as shown in Fig 10 together with the adder truth table. In this case the light input is a five-component vector, out of which three are "1" and only two are zero. Columns 1-5 of the table show the outputs from the 5 channels corresponding to the various inputs. The input bits are $A$ and $B$ while $C_{in}$ is the carry from a previous stage. The adder outputs are the sum, $S$ and carry out $C_ο$ that can be expressed as a combination of the basic logic operations as,

\[
S = (A \oplus B \oplus C) + A \cdot B \cdot C, \tag{8}
\]

and

\[
C_ο = (A \cdot B + A \cdot C + B \cdot C) + A \cdot B \cdot C. \tag{9}
\]

Observation of the table reveals that the sum, $S$ is obtained on channel 2 while the carry out, $C_ο$, corresponds to channel 5. This is a good example which demonstrates the power of this approach. The complete Full Adder was implemented on a nominally lossless network and we pay with energy only for the data input and the detection of the output data. The detected signals can be fed into the next stage of the processor.

5 Conclusions

The introduction of coherent laser radiation more than half a century ago lead to a revolution in understanding the physics of light. It is safe to state that the first decade after the invention of the laser was the period of childhood of electro-optics where all the scientific groundwork was laid down. Coherent light enabled wide use of high precision interferometry, and various methods of non-destructive evaluation. While these applications of light were already practiced in the past and the laser contributed to their improvement and extension, coherent optical signal processing and holography played a central role in generating new insight and physical understanding.
Nevertheless, from a technological point of view, after an initial excitement, interest in optical signal processing declined due to the bulky and inflexible architectures needed and the vigorous competition by microelectronics based digital computing.

The decline of interest in optical computing was reversed when it was realized that optics cannot and should not attempt to replace electronic computing. Instead, optics should complement electronics wherever it can perform better, paving the way to integrated electro-optic systems. Within this general approach, the present paper discussed in some detail the relatively novel paradigm of directed logic demonstrating its potentials to reduce energy dissipation and increase the speed and parallelism in evaluating logic operations. Miniaturization is now also possible by using nano-optic technologies including nano lasers, metamaterials and plasmonics.
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